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STANDARDS ADDRESSED

National Civics Standards
Standard 3:

California History-Social Science Standards

Common Core State Standards (ELA-Literacy)
Speaking and Listening Standards

Reading in History /Social Studies

Writing in History/Social Studies
Standards reprinted with permission:
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Policing the Police

How are such cases handled?
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must also decide what penalty to impose. Penalties
include demotion in rank, suspension, and loss of pay. In some cases, the officer can be fired.
The findings of the board of rights are sent to the chief of police. It is the chief's job to review
the final decision.

Writing & Discussion
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The Case of Officer Keane

The Police Officer’s Oath

Use of Force Guidelines



=======================================================================================

Internal Affairs Report
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

Police Department Board of Rights
Division of Internal Affairs
Officer Joe Keane Investigation--Case # IA 20954

The following is the report of our investigation into the complaint filed against Officer Joe Keane. In conducting
our investigation we talked to the officer. We also talked to Mrs. Utley, the homeowner. Finally, we also talked
to two other people who lived in the house and two neighbors.
We found no additional evidence to support Mrs. Utley’s claim that the officer shoved her. The officer touched
Utley, but the contact was appropriate in the circumstances. This conclusion was based on the statements of
two occupants of the house who were present in the house at all times during the search. Both said that the
homeowner was very upset and screamed at the officer. They said that Mrs. Utley approached very close to the
officer, at which point the officer raised his hand and touched her shoulder, telling her, “Stop! Back away!” One
of the neighbors overheard Mrs. Utley claim that she was “going to get” the officer for searching her house.
We did find evidence that Officer Keane broke a vase. The officer claims he accidentally knocked it off a table as
he was leaving. One of the occupants supports the officer’s account. One of the occupants and Mrs. Utley said
he was angry and knocked the vase to the ground on purpose. The neighbors did not see the incident. We were
also able to find out the value of the vase. It cost about six dollars.
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The Case of Officer Valeo

Guidelines on Conduct Unbecoming an Officer





Internal Affairs Report
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

Police Department Board of Rights
Division of Internal Affairs
Officer Mort Valeo Investigation--Case # IA 20955

The following is the report of our investigation into the complaint filed against Officer Mort Valeo. In conducting
our investigation we talked to the officer. We also talked to Mr. Haddock, the motorist. Finally, we also talked to
two other people who were passengers in Mr. Haddock’s vehicle and one pedestrian.
We found insufficient evidence to support the claim that Officer Valeo’s treatment of Mr. Haddock was
excessive or unwarranted. The officer claims that just prior to his contact with the motorist, he had been yelled
at by a person he had ticketed for jaywalking. The temperature that day also exceeded 90 degrees Fahrenheit.
The officer admits to being irritable when reacting to Haddock’s unsafe action. But the officer denies behaving
abusively. The passengers support Mr. Haddock’s account that Officer Valeo yelled, “Dummy, get your head out
of the clouds!” The pedestrian says that Mr. Haddock appeared nervous.
We found no evidence to support the claim that Officer Valeo neglected a duty to issue a citation to Mr.
Haddock. The law states that whenever a pedestrian enters a crosswalk, all vehicles must stop and yield to the
pedestrian. Officer Valeo decided in this case to give Mr. Haddock a safety warning instead of a ticket. Haddock
says, “If I really did something wrong, why didn’t he give me a ticket?”
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The Case of Officer Dell

Guidelines for a High-Risk Prone Search





Internal Affairs Report
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

Police Department Board of Rights
Division of Internal Affairs
Officer Terese Dell Investigation--Case # IA 20956

The following is the report of our investigation into the complaint filed against Officer Terese Dell. In
conducting our investigation we talked to the officer. We also talked to Ms. French, a young adult female, and a
storeowner who called to complain about the young people making noise and bothering customers in front of
the store. Finally, we talked to two other young adults who were searched by Officer Dell.
We found sufficient, or enough, evidence to support the officer’s claim that the officer had reasonable suspicion
for the search. This conclusion was based on the statements of the officer, the storeowner, and the store’s
security camera video (no audio). The officer was familiar with recent armed robberies in the area. The officer
had no partner at the time. The security video shows Ms. French waving her arms in the air and pacing back and
forth in front of the officer. The officer claims that Ms. French then ignored two commands to lie prone before
finally complying on the third command. The storeowner and one other young adult saw Ms. French become
agitated trying to tell the officer she needed her asthma inhaler. The other young adult did not hear what Ms.
French said to the officer.
We found evidence that Officer Dell violated department policy by not informing Ms. French about her reasons
to use the high-risk prone search. Officer Dell claims that she tried to explain it to Ms. French, but that Ms.
French continually interrupted the officer. No weapons were found in the search.
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